A diffraction modulator that exploits the transverse electro-optic effect in ferroelectric liquid crystals is proposed for applications in displays and in spatial light modulators. Experiments with a short-pitch ferroelectric liquid crystal aligned homeotropically show an achromatic contrast ratio of greater than 100:1 available with oblique readout. The sources of the contrast deterioration and the tolerance of the proposed scheme to this deterioration are analyzed. For selected directions of readout the light output obtains low sensitivity to the polarization of the readout light. Nonlaser light sources can be used in a practical display setup based on the proposed principle.
Introduction
Display systems based on a light-valve technology have the advantage of being able to control a high light power and thus provide output images of high brightness. Among them are systems that use a schlieren optical scheme, which requires phasemodulating controlled media ͑e.g., mechanically deformed surfaces such as oil, elastomer, or deformable mirrors͒. These systems have an advantage in terms of light efficiency, because they do not use polarizing elements. In the schlieren scheme light modulation takes place by virtue of light deflection when ͑depending on its position͒ the beam can be blocked or transmitted by a spatial filter ͑or a schlieren grating, louvers, and the like͒. For the same purpose one can use a modulator for which pixels represent diffraction gratings, controlled electro-optically. Diffraction modulation realizes a high contrast ratio for various electro-optic ͑EO͒ media, including nematic 1,2 and planarly aligned ferroelectric liquid crystals 3 and EO polymers. 4 To be used successfully in displays, EO material needs to show fast gray-scale EO response and be compatible with electronic circuitry. Ferroelectric liquid crystals ͑FLC's͒ in transverse geometry 5 provide required response and do not demand complicated technology for their alignment.
In this paper we describe a diffraction modulator that uses homeotropically aligned short-pitch FLC's in transverse geometry, suitable for display applications. We also discuss the tolerance of the modulation to the main sources of the contrast deterioration.
Linear Electro-Optic Effect in Ferroelectric Liquid Crystals and Diffraction-Mode Modulation
Consider a sandwich structure ͑Fig. 1͒ that combines the FLC layer and an interdigital electrode system ͑IDS͒. Voltage applied to the IDS produces a spatially periodic electric field in the plane of the FLC layer, inducing a spatially periodic change of optical refractive index. The modulation of readout light appears as a result of diffraction on this spatial pattern. In diffraction modulation schemes ͑as shown in Fig. 2͒ readout light diffracts into numerous diffraction orders. Any change in applied voltage gives rise to a redistribution of the light between diffraction orders. For diffraction modulation only some of these orders, e.g., first order, are transmitted by filtering of the aperture; hence the redistribution gives rise to the amplitude contrast change at the output. The choosing of diffraction orders is performed by the spatial filter, which selects the specific angles for readout, and generally any combination of these angles ͑i.e., diffraction orders͒ can be accepted with different contrast and efficiency. Correspondingly, a scheme for diffraction modulation represents an op-tical spatial filtering setup with a spatial light modulator ͑SLM͒ in its input. Each pixel of the SLM intended for this modulation mode has a periodic spatial modulation. D is the spatial period of this modulation. For the simplest case of harmonic phase modulation the modulated light can be represented as
where M is the depth of modulation and ⍀ ϭ 2͞D. The Fourier transformation of this output creates a spatial spectrum in the focal plane of the lens ͑focal length, f ͒. This spectrum in a case of periodical modulation is represented by a set of diffraction orders with intervals of f ⍀. The optical field amplitude in the Fourier plane can be expressed by means of Bessel functions:
Therefore the power of the nth peak changes with modulation depth proportionally with J n 2 ͑M͒. For a low modulation depth this dependence reduces to a simple proportionality to M 2 . Because the Fourier spectrum is invariant to the shift of the object in the image plane, the peaks of the spectra take the same position for every pixel of the SLM, namely, at ϭ ⍀ and at its higher harmonics ϭ n⍀, where n is an integer and is the spatial frequency, i.e., coordinate, in the focal plane. Hence it is convenient to perform the spatial filtering in a focal plane of the Fourier-transforming lens with a set of diaphragms ͑a comb-like filter͒ that transmits only selected diffraction orders. The width of each nth peak is pixel size a:␦ Ϸ a Ϫ1 , and the relative peak intensity falls as fast as 1͑͞n⍀ Ϫ ͒ 2 . With a pixel size as large as 0.1-0.2 mm this width is 5-10 mm Ϫ1 or 0.1-0.2 deg for a focal length of 10 cm. The diameter of the diaphragm should fit the width of diffraction order for the best light efficiency ͑for example, for pixel a ϭ 0.1-0.2 mm and f ϭ 100 mm, the diameter of the diaphragm is of f ͞a Ϸ 1-2 mm͒. With the carrier spatial frequency ⍀ ϭ 100 -300 mm Ϫ1 we assume the diaphragm to be placed at 10 -30 mm off the optical axis.
At the main diffraction angle ⌰, given by d sin ⌰ ϭ , the diffraction on the FLC pattern coexists with the permanent ͑regardless of the applied voltage͒ diffraction on the patterned electrodes, which deteriorates the contrast ratio of modulation. This means that it is impossible to achieve significant contrast ratio with the readout at the same spatial frequency ⍀ as that of the patterned electrodes. For the FLC cell with metal electrodes that act as a permanent diffraction grating the useful contrast is restricted by the value of 15:1. Thus the readout cannot be made clear from the electrode diffraction, and it cannot give satisfactory contrast unless the FLC deformation and the electrode patterns have different spatial periods. In latter case, the electrodes and the FLC diffract the light at different angles and the useful part can be separated. The deformation of the FLC helix in the transverse electric field realizes the needed condition.
Experimental Sample and Results
We use the FLC 8823 ͑Rolic Technologies͒ with short helical pitch ͑z 0 Ϸ 300 nm͒ aligned hometropically. The tilt angle of the FLC molecules in smectic layer sm and spontaneous polarization P s are 27 deg and 100 nC͞cm 2 , respectively, at room temperature. Unwinding electrical field E c is 1.3 V͞m. Optical anisotropy ⌬n is of 0.16 ͑data provided by Rolic Technologies and J. Fuenfschilling͒.
The IDS serves as control electrodes. The system has a spatial period d ϭ 37 m with a gap between electrodes of 17 m. The thickness of the FLC layer is 3-4 m. The laser diode is used as a light source at the wavelength 630 nm. The modulating voltage ͑dc or ac of 0.1-10 kHz͒ is applied to the IDS. The transverse EO effect 5 in short-pitch FLC's shows the phase shift of the readout light propagating along the helix of the FLC deformed by the electrical field directed perpendicularly to axis of the helix. The mechanism of deformation in the transverse field is close to the deformed helix ferroelectric effect also observed 6,7 in short-pitch FLC's but in a different geometry. The deformation leads to the induced optical birefringence in the plane of the FLC layer, whereas the unperturbed FLC layer has no birefringence for normally incident readout light. The esti- mation of the mentioned birefringence can be made by integration of the equation for the deformation of FLC's 6 :
where K is the elastic constant, ␥ is the rotational viscosity coefficient, is the angle of rotation of the FLC director, and z is the coordinate along the helix axis.
With some simplifications and assumptions this equation has a solution 8 for short-pitch FLC's in transverse geometry: z͞z 0 Ϸ ͞2 ϩ z 0 2 P s E sin ͞ 2 2 K. In Refs. 6 and 9 the optical properties of the deformed helix are interpreted by means of an averaged index ellipsoid rotated by some angle ␣ with respect to the helix axis. The value of this angle depends linearly on the electrical field ␣ Ϸ s E͞ 3E c ͑E c ϵ 4 K͞4z 0 2 P s , the unwinding field͒ for small deformations and for small values of sm . The calculations based on this interpretation allow for estimating the phase-modulation depth for the discussed geometry. For the normally incident readout light this modulation depth is
For readout at angle ⌰ ␣ the phase modulation is increased by factor 2⌰͞␣:
The polar nature of the EO effect and the geometry of the electric field in the IDS assign some spatial properties to the diffraction modulation mode. As shown in Fig. 1 the electric field has a spatial period, which is twice that of the IDS. Correspondingly, the spatial deformation of the FLC has a period twice that of the IDS. With the normal incidence of readout light due to the symmetry, the changes of the refractive index that correspond to this deformation in interelectrode gaps with opposite directions of electric field are optically indistinguishable ͓phase shift does not depend on the direction of the electric field and is determined by relation ͑4͔͒. With the oblique incidence, the symmetry does not exist and both mentioned areas give different phase shifts to readout light. This means that the optical pattern has the spatial period of the electric field but no longer of the IDS. Relation ͑5͒ gives the depth of modulation for an oblique readout ͑for this deformation with the doubled period͒. The asymmetry breaks the doubling of the spatial period, and it is seen easily with the FLC cell between crossed polarizers for normal and oblique readouts. The areas between electrodes stripes have the same transparency for the normal readout, regardless of the directions of the electric field, and different transparency for the oblique readout. As a result of symmetry breaking for oblique readout, the diffraction pattern contains additional orders corresponding to a spatial frequency two times lower than that of the IDS. This new frequency serves as a carrier for the modulated light. Corresponding diffraction orders appear with the voltage applied to the FLC cell in the middle between every Nth and ͑N ϩ 1͒th of the main diffraction orders ͑permanent diffraction on the IDS͒. Figure 3 shows the distribution of the light power among the diffraction orders without and under the voltage ͑for normal incidence of readout light and for the oblique readout͒. One can see the appearance of additional diffraction orders ͑marked by arrows͒ at the second subharmonic of the initial grating defined by the IDS ͑at the distance of X f ϭ f ͞D, where a period of FLC deformation D ϭ 2d͒. With a diaphragm extracting only the new first order of diffraction, a contrast of more than 100:1 was obtained ͑ratio of light powers in ON and OFF states͒. The apertures properly made in an opaque screen separate the useful signal carried on 1 ⁄2 of the IDS spatial frequency and its odd harmonics from the background ͑scattered light and diffraction on the amplitude-only grating, i.e., IDS electrodes͒.
Measurements show that with L͞ Ϸ 10 and sm of 30 deg for utilized electric field ͑ϳ0.4 E c ͒ estimations based on relations ͑4͒ and ͑5͒ give the phasemodulation value of 0.02 rad for normal incidence and of 0.4 rad for readout at ⌰ ϳ 30 degrees. The phase modulation calculated from the experimental value of diffraction efficiency ͑of 2% under 7-8 V͒ is 0.3 rad for readout at the angle of 30 deg and corresponds well to relation ͑5͒.
The maximum light efficiency of 20% ͑in the first diffraction order͒ was achieved in the abovementioned experiments under 30 -35 V eff of the applied voltage ͑Fig. 4͒. For the given thickness the phase shift in the FLC has an estimated value of ͞4, whereas the maximum efficiency is achievable at ͞2, i.e., for a FLC thickness of ϳ10 m. Yet, mostly owing to the absence of an analyzer, the measured light efficiency was two times higher than for induced birefringence modulation with the same experimental FLC cell between crossed polarizers.
Measurements for geometry with plane of incidence parallel to electrodes ͑left-hand side of Fig. 5͒ show the essential dependence ͓Fig. 6͑a͔͒ of the opti- cal response on the incident angle, which is zero for the normal incidence and which changes almost quadratically at angles of 5-40 deg. This angular dependence fits expectations based on relation ͑5͒. We inspected the dynamic properties of the FLC to provide better characterization of the discussed technique for display application. The cutoff frequency F c Ϸ ␥z 0 2 ͞4K 2 ͑at which optical response drops by a factor of 2͒ of 3 kHz ͑measured at 2-7 V͒ seems to be sufficient for display applications ͑Fig. 7͒.
The measurements were also made for the plane of light incidence perpendicular to the electrode stripes ͑right-hand part of Fig. 5͒ . In this case there is still response with oblique readout at the diffraction angle. This means that areas with opposite directions of electrical field in the IDS are optically distinguishable in this geometry. This fact can probably be explained by the existence of a transition region in the proximity of electrodes between two FLC volumes unwound by an electric field. The width of the transition area can be estimated on EO measurements, 5 such as 30 m, i.e., wider than the electrode of the employed IDS. In this zone the axis of the deformed FLC turns from the direction corresponding to the electric field in one interelectrode gap to an opposite one. Spaced by a period twice that of the electrodes these areas give the diffraction at the chosen angle under oblique illumination.
Measurements showed the response to be 4ϫ lower in this geometry compared with the previous one at the same incidence angle. Also, the response has no clear dependence on the polarization of the readout beam ͓see Fig. 6͑b͔͒ . A smaller FLC area ͑only a nearelectrode area instead of a whole interelectrode gap͒ introducing an input in a response explains its lower value. The absent or weak polarization dependence is connected with the spatial variation of the FLC director position in transition zones, when the optical axis accepts a variety of positions. This feature can be useful for applications in displays. The observed higher cutoff frequency ͑6 kHz instead of 3 kHz measured for the previous configuration͒ for temporal dependence is probably due to a larger electric field and to larger interaction with the surface in near-electrode areas where these transition zones are realized.
Discussion
One of the main parameters for the modulator intended for display applications is a contrast of light Fig. 4 . Diffraction efficiency measured in single first order for sinusoidal applied voltage at 1 kHz. The sin 2 approximation curve is assigned to the experimental data. Fig. 5 . Two main variants of basic geometry for light modulation with obliquely incident readout light beam. ͑⌰, incidence angle; ⌽, azimuthal angle of electric vector E of the light wave͒. Leftand right-hand sides, readout is in planes parallel and perpendicular, respectively, to IDS electrodes. Fig. 6 . Dependence of amplitude of response versus rotation angle of sample ͑i.e., angle between electrical field in the sample and polarization of the light͒ for given incidence angles ͑0 -50 deg͒. Leftmost part, incidence in a plane of IDS stripes, rightmost part, normal to IDS. The absolute accuracy of angular measurement is estimated as 5 deg ͑valid for all graphics here͒.
modulation. Taken as a ratio of the output light power in activated and nonactivated states, the contrast for the modulation scheme has the same meaning as does the signal-to-noise ratio for any system of data transmission and processing. Generally, the process of light modulation as well as image transmission through an optical system is connected with contamination of the useful signal by some noise or bias. In data processing systems the modulationdemodulation principle is used to reach the maximum signal-to-noise ratio ͑e.g., synchronous detection, heterodyne schemes, and others͒. Diffraction-based modes of light modulation use the same principle, providing separation of the noise from the useful signal, thus leading in an improvement. 10 Taking into account the principle of this separation ͑spatial in this case͒, some basic restrictions of the maximum contrast in a diffraction-modulation scheme should be discussed.
A. Scattered Light
Generally, the light scattered, e.g., by a liquid-crystal modulator, can pass through the filtering diaphragm and diminish the contrast ratio. Typically, the power spectrum of scattered light for liquid-crystal layers decreases with the spatial frequency at 1͞ 2 or faster. Therefore the power of scattered light at the frequency ⍀ is the ͑a⍀͒ Ϫ2 part of power of the central zero order. For the values ⍀ ϭ 300 mm Ϫ1 and a ϭ 0.1 mm this factor is of 10
Ϫ3
. Because the power of modulated light according to expression ͑2͒ is proportional to M 2 , the restriction for the contrast is estimated as ͑Ma⍀͒ 2 , and for M ϭ 0.3 and ⍀ ϭ 300 mm
Ϫ1
it is of 10 2 :1 or larger.
B. Zero-Order Light
The intensity of the zero order of diffraction decreases rapidly with spatial frequency and at frequency ⍀ is determined ͑at most͒ by the factor ͑a⍀͒ Ϫ2 , which gives a contrast better than 10 2 :1 for M ϭ 0.3.
C. Fluctuations of the Electro-Optic Layer Thickness
The light modulators based on birefringence or interferometry are sensitive to the change of EO layer thickness. Its deviation leads to a transmission change in both activated and nonactivated states, which then deteriorates the contrast ratio. 11 In the analyzed case of homeotropically aligned FLC's, the nonactivated state has no birefringence and variations of layer thickness influence only the phase of readout light. Macroscopic ͑with a typical spatial frequency of 0.01-1 mm
Ϫ1
, which is much lower than ⍀͒ variation of the liquid-crystal layer thickness does not contribute to the scattering of light. In the activated state the deviations of thickness may influence the value of the depth modulation M, which is proportional to the thickness. Therefore in this mode of modulation the value of contrast has significant tolerance to the EO layer thickness regularity. Certainly, imperfections of the FLC alignment that lead to the light scattering have a comparatively low effect on the contrast, since only a fraction of scattered light is concentrated within the small angular range transmissible by the filtering aperture.
D. Tolerance to Readout Light Beam Quality
Because the diffraction angle depends on the wavelength of light it is worth exploring how the spectrum of light source can influence the performance of the suggested scheme. In a previous analysis for monochromatic light the narrowness of diffraction orders restricted mostly by pixel aperture was considered. For the polychromatic light source containing wavelengths from 1 to 2 the spatial spectrum of the diffraction SLM becomes more complicated as each wavelength creates its own set of diffraction orders. Altogether, they diffract into a spatial spectrum band of width
The component with lowest wavelength takes the position closest to the center x 1 ϭ f 1 ͞d for the diffraction on the amplitude ͑IDS͒ pattern, when we consider the first order of diffraction. The diffraction on the phase pattern in the FLC ͑taking into account a period of deformation that is two times larger͒ creates first order at x ϭ f ͞2d. In this order the maximum distance from the center of the spectrum is achieved for the longest wavelength x 2 ϭ f 2 ͞2d. For successful filtering an overlapping of the bands created by diffraction on the IDS and by an FLC pattern must be avoided. This is possible if x 2 Ͻ x 1 , i.e., 2 ͞2 Ͻ 1 .͒. For example, for 1 Ͼ 400 nm, 2 must be less than 800 nm. This condition is satisfied automatically for visible light of 400 -700 nm. The situation is the same for the higher diffraction orders. Therefore it is feasible to filter the modulated part of the spectrum from the permanent diffraction on the IDS with the nonmonochromatic Fig. 7 . Low signal response dependence on the frequency of applied voltage ͑V rms ϭ 7 V; angle of incidence, 30 deg.͒ shown in log-log scale and normalized on its maximum value ͑at lower frequency͒. Insert, optical response at 1-kHz frequency with triangle voltage applied. Open and filled triangles, data corresponding to readouts in the plane's perpendicular and parallel, respectively, to the IDS. readout light. Thus diffraction modulation can be made achromatic even if the diffraction phenomena per definition are wavelength dependent. Effective use of the light and high contrast will be retained in this case.
The diffraction modulation mode is sensitive to the divergence of the readout light. The divergence of light beam ␣ broadens the spatial spectrum to a value of ⌬x ϭ f␣. Because we have to avoid the overlapping of diffraction bands ͑those due to FLC deformation and to IDS pattern͒, the next condition must be satisfied: 2fa Յ f ͞D, i.e., ␣ ε ͞2D. Physically this condition means that the angle of the diffraction on the FLC pattern ͑angular separation of the consecutive diffraction orders͒ must exceed the beam divergence. Technically the extension of the angle acceptance can be accomplished by diminishing of the period D. For the practical value of 2D ϭ 0.01 mm it becomes 3 deg.
The estimation of the acceptable beam divergence together with the estimation of the tolerance to the nonmonochromatic nature of the readout light shows the practical possibility of high-contrast efficient display with nonlaser readout source.
Conclusions
In conclusion, we propose use of the diffraction modulator based on the transverse electro-optic ͑EO͒ effect in the FLC for displays and for spatial light modulators ͑SLM's͒. Diffraction modulation provides high contrast ͑of 100:1 realized in experiments and estimated 10 at more than 150:1 with the light yield at more than 70% of input flux͒. Estimation of the tolerance of the modulation scheme to the readout light imperfections shows the feasibility of practical diffraction displays based on nonlaser light sources.
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